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Longwood College, Farmville, Va , December 11, 1968

No. 10

Dean Blackwell Announces Changes
A.P., Exam, Spring Class Scheduling

Candidates for Judicial Board from left to right: Bonnie Bowers,
Carolyn Cummins, and Susan Davenport.

LC Image Of Judicial Board
Important To Its Candidates
What tmaga should the Judicial Board Thus, the Judicial Board should be
have in the minds of the students at made of members whom their fellow
students respect and trust in upholding
Longwood?
the honor code.
The purpose of the Board is to inVice-Chairman
terpret rules to make for a suitable
Carolyn Cummins
atmosphere in our college community.
If any branch of student government The Board should be flexible enough
is to function effectively it must be to realize that it must change with the
respected by us. This respect must times and social rules of the day. In
be acquired through practice and policy this way the strength and effectiveand not merely by insisting upon it. ness of the Judicial Board comes
It includes not only respect for the from the support of you, the students.
Board as an institution, but also
respect for its members, the rules
and regulations it enforces, and the
decisions it renders. Procuring respect can begin immediately through
a reevaluation of our perspective —
In your opinion, what can be done
the student and her education should
be our primary concern. Finally, it to close the gap that exists between
must always be remembered that re- the Legislative Board and the students?
spect is exacted, not solicited.
Vice-Chairman
Susan Davenport
Andrea Myers
If the Judicial Board is to have an
The gap which exists between the
image in the minds of the student
Legislative
Board and students can be
body, it should be that of a body of
individuals whose concern is to trust divided into four areas: communicaand have faith in the individual as far tions, understanding of the board, inas possible, but who cannot allow terest, and respect for the board.
Communications can be improved by
leniency or laxity to destroy the honor
system or promote disregard of rules. posting minutes on class bulletin
The image that Longwood students have boards, making representatives memof the Judicial Board isn't nearly so bers of class executive committees,
important as the image they have of and requiring these representatives to
Longwood's Honor System and the attend class meetings and give legisBoard must spare no expense of its lative reports. The board must further
own image in order to preserve it. urge students to bring opinions to their
representatives or to attend legislaJulie Smith
tive meetings themselves.
During orientation greater emphaHaving previously served on Judicial Board I am - and have been - sis must be placed on the understandconcerned with its image in the minds ing of the structure of Legislative
of Longwood students. Since the Ju- Board. Student Government's informadicial Board is composed uf students tive exhibit at the fall interest fair
rather than administration the uphold- should also be available each year to
ing of its image is everyone's duty as both freshmen and upper classmen for a
much as the upholding of the Honor longer period of time.
Code. We the students uf Longwood
Sarah Brown
respect and believe in our Honor Code.
"What we have here is a failure to
If we are to uphold this code of honor,
we must uphold this image for the communicate." This sentence has been
quoted many times to illustrate theoriJudicial Board
1 believe that respect and trust gin of problems, and here again it finds
are important parts of our Longwood itself useful.
Several means of communication
life. It ll this image winch I will
strive to project if I am elected to could be utilized to stimulate the flowserve you as secretary of Judicial ing of information. For instance, dorm
distribution of the minutes of each LegBoard.
islative Board meeting would cause
many students to stop and read what is
being discussed by their Student GovBonnie Bowers
ernment, or having the names of the
An effective student government members of the three major Boards
is one which strives to meet the needs published weekly in "The Rotunda"
of its members to that each one may would provide a "who to see" list for
be benefited as much as possible. the student body. The January conference involving the old and new memof the three major Boards will
also stimulate interest in Student Government activities and will allow stuExchange Papers
dents to talk with any of the members
about various problems and qu> II
Exchange editors from various
Virginia and out ol tat) - 'liege
Secretary
DW pt| i i ire being placed in the
west reading room of Lankfordfor
Mary F, Infram
your tnjoymrat. PIHM don I
these papers, so that tvaryoM will
In :
"gap" that Hi
get a chance to read them.
en the Legislative R>ard and the
student b
I lark oi com-

Major changes in the standards for
academic probation, exam scheduling,
and class scheduling for the spring semester have been announced by Dr.
Herbert R. Blackwell, Dean of the College.
Effective in September, 1969, the
new academic standards will require a
student to haye a 1.8 cumulative average at the end of her freshman year,
and a 2.0 at the end of her third
semester. The previous rules required
a 1.6 at the end of the first year, and
a 2.0 at the end of the second year.
The major reason for the change is
that quite frequently students finishing
their freshman year with a 1.6 average, find it impossible to attain a
2.0 within the next year. Consequently,
they must be dropped for a year after
having been in school for two years.
"We feel that there ought to be a
smaller gap between levels of performance at freshman and sophomore
years and that by insisting on a 1.80
at the end of the freshman year, that
those students who have academicdifficulties as freshmen will have to return the summer after their first year.
And there's less likelihood that they
will have to drop out of college for a
year," Dr. Blackwell explained.
Also, students on academic probation at the end of any school year may
return during the summer session to
remove themselves from probation.

In conjunction with these changes,
the Academic Policies Committee considered prohibiting students, who are
on academic probation during second
semester, from participating in any
extracurricular activities. However,
the Committee felt that this was a decision that students should make for
themselves. Accordingly, the Committee is sending notification of the new
probationary standards to Legislative
Board, asking the Board if it wishes
to impose such restrictions.
The examination schedule this semester also reflects some revision.
In previous years, all of the most
popular class hours were first in the
schedule, so that students could finish
early. This year, the large class hours
are scattered all the way through the
entire exam period. This is to allow
additional time for study, and to make
it a rare occurrence for a student to
have two exams on any one day.
Also this year, there is a two-day
period between the end of classes
and the beginning of exams.
On the original calendar for the
1968-69 school year, second semester
registration was to begin January 31,
and classes on February 3. This has
been changed to registration on February 3, 4, and classes beginning February 5. This will allow a full week
between the end of exams and the start
of the new term.

The third major area of study is
the process of making schedule changes
for next spring. Revised schedules will
soon be available to faculty advisors so
that students can discuss their programs for the coming spring.
The most important of these changes
is the decision to abandon the televised section of Western Civilization.
Students enrolled in that course will
be reassigned to smaller lecture sections by the Registrar. The course was
set up on an experimental basis this
fall, and it is now felt that freshmen
are not generally ready for this method
of instruction.
Dr. Blackwell is also looking forward to the future elimination of televised courses in psychology. Since personal contact between teacher and student is of major importance, he wants
to try to avoid as much as possible
the mass type of TV class.
A new course to be offered in the
spring is an advanced Biology course
in Bryophytes. It will be taught as a
two credit-hour course, meeting forone
four-hour lab field period a seek. The
science department is planning to offer,
in September, 1969, a course inOceanography, which will lead to certification in this area. This course will involve a team teaching approach by
members of different science disciplines.

Legislative Aspirants: Gap Between Board, Students?
munication between the two.
The Legislative meetings are open
to the students; the minutes of these
meetings are posted; and there is a
suggestion box for student requests.
The problem? No enthusiastic support
or participation. The solution? The time
and place of the Legislative meetings
and the business to be discussed should'
be announced. As for the minutes being
posted, many students feel the Student
Government bulletin board can be read
only by officers and the special committees — this misconception should be
cleared up, and students should be urged
to keep up to date with Legislative
business. The suggestion box has
aroused student participation, therefore, the Legislative Board should accent its need for requests.
How can the gap be closed? The
only way is to constantly urge and reurge student participation.
Gayle Park
In my opinion, the students should
be made more aware of the opportuni-

ties they have to communicate with
their lawmaking body. Have we forgotten the minutes of weekly meetings of
the Legislative Board are posted on
the Student Government Bulletin Board?
Perhaps once in a while the students
should be reminded of this. Our most
important link, the class representative, perhaps could give a brief report
of legislative meetings at class meetings.
Most important, we students should
make it a point to know what's going
on. Presently, our constitution is being revised by the Legislative Board
and we should speak up now to our representatives if we feel a rule should
be changed.

ized that both parties would have to
work equally in order to accomplish
this. Probably the primary ways to
improve communications would be to
require reports at regular class meetings from their respective representatives to the board and encouraging students to read the minutes of the meetings regularly posted on the faculty
bulletin board. When communications
have been improved with the present
student body, then the students in charge
or orientation will be able to give to
the new students a fuller and more
complete understanding of the work of
the Legislative Board-thus further decreasing the gap.
Sue Rinaldi

Martha Whitehurst
Decreasing the present gap which
exists between the Legislative Board
and the student body can best be carried out, I feel, by first improving
communications between the two. There
are various ways that this goal could
be achieved; however, it must be real-

In order to close the gap that exists between the Legislative Board and
the student body, I feel there needs to
be a combined effort on the part of
both the students and the Board.
There are many ways in which this
effort can be effective. The representatives should be responsible for reporting in their respective class meetings all Board proceedings and decisions. There is also the responsibility of each student to become informed as to what is currently being
done by the Board. Also, Legislative
meetings are open to the entire student body as well as all questions and
suggestions.
Another effective measure to increase student interest in Legislative
progress would be an evaluation of
each of the nine committees' functions and activities in order to improve them and increase student interest.
I feel that if the students and the
Legislative Board work more closely
together, the present gap will soon
prove nonexistent.
Treasurer
\liuVl

( .indidates for l.egMative Board IN it lop Irom lilt to rich!: Sarah
Broun \inlrr.i Mytfl M.ir\ Ingrain, .mil Hf \nili-ison Hottom: Martha
U hitrhurst Sue I'MI.IMI Melissa Howe ..nil f.ivle Park. Not pit turrd
"Casey" Uilks.
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The gap between the Legislative
Board and the students is caused by
the la' I f i MILmil-,ition. There are
three plausible ways to help this situation.
First, the Legislative Board could
dically have u opao meeting so
that Inter* t>-<i tudtnl i uld itl
:, il a tidal wanted to bring
up a ruling i
ttr an
«<,ntinued on Page 2)
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Madrigals Present
Christmas Concert;
Orchesis Performs

Join Theft Revolution
Our campus has recently undergone an unofficial change in its
honor system We have been warned against lying, stealing, and
cheating But several unknown prowlers have violated the rule aaainst
stealing. The unfortunate victims have lost money, clothing, books,
and even food and ice troys in refrigerators When will these petty
thefts cease' Who will unexpectedly walk into their room and discover someone digging through their closets-"
These people must hove a problem. In order to avoid more
stealing, it is wise to remove all expensive jewelry from sight. Thefts
usually occur when the thief knows people aren't likely to be in
their rooms. As a precautionary measure, be certain to lock closets,
safely conceal wallets, and hide any loose change before going to
supper or during classes when you will be out of your room
Remember, the Christmas holidays are approaching and there
will undoubtedly be increasing thefts. Be sure to hide anything you
value and check your va'uables upon returning to your room. If
money has been stolen, chances are that Judicial Board can not
trace the source However, if you have personal articles removed
from your room, don't forget that there are such things as Judicial
Board searches. Let's join in the "theft revolution" and revert back
to honesty'
— E. C. B

By FRANCES KIMBLE
The annual Madrigal Christmas
concert will be presented December 18
at 5:10 in the Gold Room of Lankford
Building.
The first part of the program will
feature the Madrigal group which is
made up of Jeannie Powell, Helen
Ford, Tulita Owen, Nancy Parsons,
Jackie White, Jeannie Boykin, June
Langston, Janice Brown, Claudia Cunningham, Sarah Gibbons, Sherry Fogglesong and B. J. Stone. They will use
as their processional "Joy to the
World." Other songs in the first part
of the program will be "Deck the
Halls," "We Three Kings," and "Sweet
Was the Song the Virgin Sang."
In the middle part of the program
five members of Orchesis will dance
to the accompaniment of the Woodwind Ensemble. Dancing to "Dulci
Jubilo" will be Deborah Brown, Judy
Page, and Susan Talbot. Dancing to
"What Child Is This" will be Carol
Leacock and Suzy St. John. The Woodwind Ensemble is made up of Marianne McCaul, Willie Anne Voyten, Kathleen Wyman, Susan Thompson, and
Jennifer Young.
The Madrigal Group will then finish the program with "Sing, All Men,
Sing We Noel," and "Carol of the
Bells." "Silent Night" will be used
as the recessional.

Legislative Board Candidates
(Continued from Page 1)
initial rule, that student should have
the opportunity to present it to the
board. In this way, there would be a
more direct relationship between the
board and the student.
Third, announcements could be
made in the dining hall of new changes
under consideration.
"Casey" Wilkes
Because the Legislative Board
oversees most phases of student life,
it is most important that each student
be aware of the functions of this branch
of student government. The answer to
bridging the gap between the Legislative Board and the students can be
found in creating better communications between both parties. The Legislative Board can provide up-to-date
information on a bulletin board and in
the school newspaper on rule changes
and other information it takes up.
Secondly, the class representatives
could make more and better reports
on what the Board is doing at class
meetings. If interest can be stimulated in this way, then students will
feel freer to make suggestions for
improvement. Legislative is a vital
part of student government and only
through each individual working together can it function properly.
Melissa Howe
In my opinion, students are indif-

Univ.OfVa.DVFrat.
Rolls To Longivood
Storms Stag Room
By CAROL SKELLEY
A little bit of the big U rolled
down to Longwood Friday night when
45 members of Virginia's DU fraternity arrived on campus.
The boys arrived with empty keg
via Trailways, gathered their dates
(no easy chore), and stormed the Stag
Room which they had rented for the
night Mutlc Nil provided by the Satisfactions and the group solved the lack
of space problem by taking to tables
and chairs.
And a good time *mi had by all. . .

m

ferent to the legislative board because
they don't know its functions. We should
encourage students to participate in activities of the legislative board by acquainting them with the functions
through conferences between the student body and student government members similar to the presidential conferences at Longwood. The participation in elections could be improved if
the students were more well informed
of the duties of the legislative board
officers and members.

Alpha Lambda Delta,

Fwsh Honorary,
Initiates Sophs
Four sophomores were initiated into
Alpha Lambda Delta, the Freshman
honorary fraternity, on December 8 at
7:30 in the ABC room of Lankford.
The reception took place in the Gold
Room. All active and inactive members were invited along with Dr. and
Mrs. Willett, Dr. and Mrs. Blackwell,
the head residents of the girls initiated,
and the honorary members: Dr. Bingner, Dr. Sprague, and Dean Brown.
Dean Wilson, Mrs. Parrish, the faculty advisor, and Pat Cloonan, the
president, took part in the ceremony.
The girls initiated were:
Neblett Macfarland Torrence, with
a 3.64 cumulative average, is an English
major from Richmond. She is a member of Kappa Delta social sorority, the
Colleagues, on the Academic Affairs
committee, and hall president.
Jo Anne Arvilla May is an elementary education major from Charlottesville with a 3.62 average. Jo Anne Is
on the swimming team and the Lankford Building Committee.
Marjorie Jeanean Woolfolk, from
Louisa, is a business major with a
3.54 average. She is secretary of the
sophomore class, on the Virginian
staff, a member of Alpha Sigma Tau
social sorority, active in BSU, and
secretary of the Granddaughters Club.
Jean Dixon Waters, a physical
therapy major from Chilhowie, has a
3.50 average. She plans to transfer to
the Medical College of Virginia at the
end of this year.
Alpha Lambda Delta will conduct
another initiation in the spring for
Freshmen who have at least a 3.50
average after the first semester while
carrying fifteen hours.
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Students Compete For Fire Warden;
State Needed Changes In Drill System
What fire regulations would you
like to see changed and how?
Carolyn Davenport
I can think of no significant changes
that I would make in the rules concerning fire regulations. As I see it, these
rules are good ones supported with
sound reasons.
There is one minor addition I would
make to the fire drill procedure. I
agree with one of our students who
suggested that various fire exits be
blocked off at each drill forcing the
students to quickly find other means
of escape. This would better prepare
the students for actual fire situations.

Beth Wooding
I have no objection to any of the
present regulations during fire drills,
but I think students should be made
aware of just how important some of
the seemingly silly rules are. These
rules are for the safety of Longwood
students and personnel, and should not
be overlooked. In case of a real fire
I think a lot of confusion could evolve
because so many students would panic
because of their lack of sincerity in
learning regulations. If elected I want
to promote emphasis on safety measures, and to help Longwood to have
more efficient fire drills.
Maxine Stone

Loretta Childress
I would not change any of the regulations concerning fire drills because
each rule is a necessary preventive
measure for the safety and protection
of all of us on campus. However, I
do feel that more cooperation concerning regulations during fire drills
is needed in order to make these
regulations more effective in the event
of a real fire.
For instance, rule 9c, p.68 in the
Handbook which states "take coat,
shoes, book, towel, and scarf," is
probably the most frequently ignored
regulation and yet, in a real fire,
this rule in particular would apply
to the individual's own safety.

Fire drills are held periodically
on campus to keep the student body
alert in case of an emergency. But

why must the alarm be sounded in the
middle of the night or the wee hours
of the morning? I believe that such
practices are not necessary and should
only be used in case of a real fire.
A drill at 7 am. would accomplish
the same thing as a 3 a.m. drill certainly there are people up going
to breakfast, yet there are those who
study all night.
I propose that glassed-in boxes containing an axe be placed near all exits,
so that it will no longer be necessary
to carrying a book outside in order to
break the door lock. Everyone knows
to leave the building quickly and quietly as possible, yet most seem to take
the alarm for a joke, lagging behind
or not leaving the building at all, as
we practice what to do over and over
again. We're young adults, so let's
act accordingly.

Jane Sakshaug

Primarily, there should be more
frequent drills in the morning, afternoon, and early evening instead of so
many at night. Next, I have found that
when we have drills during meals,
there are not enough exits to leave by
or we all go through the same one
and leave others empty. Therefore,
the dining hall should be sectioned
■0 that each person knows which door
f*ntS6
to leave by. I feel that these are the
Business Manager major problems we have, and would
LYNDA DAVIS be the first I would like to solve.
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Frances Sodini
I think that when we have fire
drills we are calm enough to gather
a towel, book, scarf, shoes and raincoat. However, I realize in the case
of a real fire this practice would not
be observed. My idea is to simulate
some of the things that could happen
during an actual fire. In this way
the girls would know when they reached a jammed door which exit they
could reach the quickest This would
also prevent a stampede, in the case
of a blocked exit, in which many people
could be injured or killed.

Candidates for Eire Warden are: Carolyn Davenport, Loretta Childress,
Jane Sakshaug. frames Sodini. Beth Wooding, Maxine Stone.

Dr. Celeste Ulrich, pi
if health, physical education, and
recreation at the University of North Carolina at Greensboro, will speak
at the session of the Virginia Recreation Federation For College Women
on the Longwood campus, Saturday, December 14.
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House Association Aspirants Answer
Question On Student Regulations
What one rule concerning student
regulations would you change and how?
Vice-President
Jeanette Bickings
I would like to see the regulation
concerning sports attire changed. I
feel proper attire should be worn in
places which are stated in the handbook such as downtown Farmville,
classes, and the Rotunda, but if a
student feels that sports attire is
called for elsewhere I think she should
be allowed to decide for herself. As
long as the sports attire is neat I
believe a student can look as well
dressed in sports clothes as in proper
attire when sports clothes are called
for on certain occasions.
Sallie Gibbs
Candidates for Athletic Association are I«■ 11 riclit ■ top: Susie Marsh.
Laurel Baldwin; bottom: Janet Harpold, Nedra Distel.

A.A. Candidates Discuss Problem
Of Student Support In Sports
Spectators are few at sports events.
How could you motivate more students
to support the class teams?
Betty King
The main purpose of the Athletic
Association i to if- r each student
a program of recreation throughout
the school year. Consequently, the
A.A.'s main concern is and should be
with motivating students to participate
on the class teams.
I feel that the problem of motivating
more students to support class teams
should be the concern of the class
spirit committees. These committees
work closely with their class during
the year and can motivate more students to support their class teams.
I do reel, however, that the class
representatives to the A.A. could make
more of an effort to inform their class
of the intramural activities at each

class meeting. The class representatives could also work closely with the
spirit committies keeping them informed on the intramural activities during
the year.
Secretary
Susie Marsh
In order to gain spectators at intramural games it is necessary to
appeal to varied groups in the student
body. How do we do this? Stressing
that intramurals are for the entire
student body, not merely the Physical
Education majors, is important. When
the selection of players is taken from
such a small group, because of nonmajor reluctance to participate, naturally the field of interested friends
is limited.
Another way to increase participation is to conduct more color spirit
(Continued on Page 4)

Candy Smith

Ann Heely

It is hard to choose one particular
regulation that I would change since
the handbook has recently been revised; however, I think the rule concerning sitting in parked cars with
dates is out-dated and unfair. There
are often times when girls and their
dates get back to campus a few minutes before curfew. The parlor affords
no privacy whatever if the couple
wishes to continue a discussion or perhaps straighten out a disagreement.
This is not to say that couples should
be allowed to "park" anywhere in
town, but I see no reason why they
should not be allowed to sit in a
parked car in a well-lighted area on
campus.

I feel that most of the rules which
come under the House regulations are
necessary and therefore do not need
to be changed. However, there are
some rules which do not seem practical, and consequently they are not
obeyed and not enforced. One such
rule is the bed check rule for freshmen.
It is not effective because the girls can
get an unlimited number of permissions
to be out of their rooms after bedcheck. Also, it is inconvenient for the
hall president to check every night,
and after the check has been made,
make sure the girls remain in their
rooms.
It seems to me a more effective
rule would be to have a time at night
when the halls should be clear. Girls
would be allowed to use the hall as
a passageway, but would not be allowed to congregate in them This rule
would serve the same purpose as bedcheck, but would eliminate the problems involved with it for the individuals and hall presidents.

Kathy Noonan
One of the rules I would like to see
changed is the freshmen bed check
which is in effect the whole year. I
feel that this rule should be completely
abolished for both first and second
semester. Many people say that this
is often a girl's first time away from
home, and she needs extra restrictions
in order to make the most of her
freshman year. I feel a girl of seventeen or eighteen is old enough to set
up her own restrictions as to when
she should be in her room. Therefore
I definitely feel that the bed check
should be abolished.
Secretary
Ellen Lyon
If any student has a legitimate
complaint concerning a House Council
rule, she not only has the right, but
it is her responsibility to bring this
complaint before a member of the
House Association to be reviewed and
changed if necessary. Concerning the
types of foods which can be taken
from the dining hall by students, I
believe this rule cuuld be expanded
to include several other items. Designated amounts and specified meals
for these food items would place appropriate limitations on this practice.
I would place this suggestion before
the special committee formulated for
the Slater Management through my
class representative.

The one rule that I would change is
the regulation concerning slacks. This
regulation has been altered somewhat
to include the wearing of slacks to
Saturday breakfast and lunch. To me,
the change was much needed - especially since there are no more Saturday classes. However, I think that
now it is time to further update the
slacks' regulation to allow slacks to
be worn at Friday dinner and Saturday
dinner and during cold weather. Many
girls go away for the weekend, and
those who remain, I feel, would prefer more casual attire permissible.
But, on particular weekends when a
large number of guests are expected,
proper attire should be required. Also, as far as cold weather is concerned, the student should be able to
leave it up to her own discretion
whether or not to wear slacks.
Julie Wright

Cindy Reed
I am concerned with the present
policy regarding late permission. The
current policy allows one and two
o'clock permission for those girls
dating at Hampden-Sydney on weekends such as homecoming, mid-winters, and several other occasions.
I propose that this policy be extended to include everyone. This would
mean that when one and two o'clock
permission is granted for activities
at Hampden-Sydney that every student
would be allowed the same late permission whether or not they are dating
at Hampden-Sydney. I feel that this
extension would provide a fairer policy
for all students.

At the present, House Council is
Virginia Robertson
in the process of revising many rules
that have existed in previous years.
The student body of Longwood has
The reason for this is thai Longwood
is undergoing a change which requires experienced an unusual amount of rule
newer and fresher approaches to stu- changes this year. For example, exdent regulations and it is the respon- tension of curfew and liberalization
sibility of the Council to meet these of proper attire rules have greatly
changes and help establish them. One benefit led students. After reviewing
of the regulations now in effect is the Student Handbook and working in
freshman bed check. It serves as a the House Council, I have found that
means of orienting the freshmen into these rules are both practical and
college life and as a basis for de- reasonable. I do not disagree with
veloping sound dormitory and academic any particular rule; however, I feel
habits. However, I feel that bed check that problems often arise in the enis not fulfilling its purpose and that forcement of these rules — particuthe only time it is effective is during larly in the areas of phone courtesy
the first weeks of orientation. There- and strict study hours. In essence,
fore, I propose that the present prac- I feel that Longwood students have adetice of bed check be abolished and only quate dormitory regulations - yet the
enforced during the initial orientation individual student should take a greater interest in practicing them.
period.
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Athletic Association Candidates
(Continued from Page 3)
meetings, preferably right before the
beginning of each intramural sport.
The spirit raised in these meetings
is amazing and the students are then
interested enough to support the teams.
NedraDi M
The support of teams is evidence of
an individual's interest in her class
and Longwood Itself. This interest can
only be motivated by making her more
aware of the activities taking place.
This can be accomplished by putting
posters and schedules in opportune
places and announcing the schedules
at lunch.
The real lack of interest is evident
at varsity games. Publicity for varsity sports does not come under the
Athletic Association, but some provision should be made for this. Also,
schedules of varsity events should be
placed in more opportune places, such
as, in the old smoker and on the Her
bulletin board, instead of just on the
way to the pool and on the bulletins
placed on the dining tables.
Treasurer
Laurel Baldwin
Since there is a problem with spectators on the Longwood campus, I
would like to propose three suggestions that I feel would improve this
situation.
First, 1 would like to see better
publicity. This could be accomplished

by having a representative from each
dormitory to the A.A. who could announce daily in the dormitory the upcoming events. Also, posters with
weekly or monthly events could be
posted in key positions on campus.
Secondly, better attendance at activities could be accomplished with
more student-faculty games.
Lastly, I would like to propose
that we study the possibilities of having
co-educational events with HampdenSydney.
I feel these suggestions will not
only help the problem of spectators,
but will also increase participation
in our class events.
Janet Harpold
The Athletic Association's publicity
committee does a good job of making
and displayingposters announcing class
and-color games; however, this type of
publicity is strictly informational rather than motivational. I feel that if
there were more communication between the class teams and the classes
they are representing, this would encourage more students to attend the
class and color games. One effective
method of achieving this would be to
have members to each class team
make announcements in the dormitories urging their respective classes
to attend the games and give their
support. I believe that this type of
personal appeal from the players themselves would give the student body
more desire to support their class
teams.

Candidates for the YWCA are Heft-right, top: Brenda Morene. Sharon Moorr. Charlotte Fountain;
bottom: Linda Snead. Leslie Nuttall.

YWCA Minor Candidates List Qualifications,
Nominees Encourage Student Participation
How could you as an officer encourage student participation, thus
making the YWCA a more meaningful
organization?
Vice-President
Leslie Nuttall
I think more students should become
aware of the activities of the YWCA.
This can be accomplished by the active
students letting the other students know
of the activities and by more publicity
of the events. Also, the YWCA should
plan activities which will interest the
students and add to life on campus.
In the planning and the publicizing
of programs I would like to draw in
those students who have interest in
the program area. Thus student interest and participation in the YWCA
would grow.

Perfect symbol
of the love you share
Being with each other, doing things together . . . knowing that
your affection is growing into precious and enduring love. Happily,
all these cherished moments will be forever symbolized by your
diamond engagement ring.
If the name. Keepsake, is in the ring and on the tag, you are
assured of fine quality and lasting satisfaction. The engagement
diamond is flawless, of superb color, and precise modem cut. Your
Keepsake Jeweler will assist you in making your selection . . . He's
in the yellow pages, under "Jewelers."
__

REGISTERED

TCeep> SSL-bee*
DIAMOND

RINGS

Secretary
Charlotte Fountain
To encourage more student participation in the YWCA, a more organized and enthusiastic membership drive
is needed in the fall of the year. This
drive would give many more Freshmen and upperclassmen a chance to
become active in the YWCA simply
by knowing when the meetings are and
the various activities the YWCA engages in. It is the responsibility of
the officers to make the majority
of the student body conscious of the
many worthwhile activities of the YWCA
such as the annual food drive, the
mixers, and the selection of the Madonna at Christmas. Once the students are made aware of the programs
of the YWCA, their interest in joining
in these programs will most certainly
make a more meaningful organization
to many on this campus.
Brenda Morene
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I Please send new 20-page booklet. "How To Plan Your Engage| ment and Wedding" and new 12-page full color folder, both for
I only 25c Also, send special offer of beautilul 44-page Bride's Book.
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Every girl on Longwood's campus
is a member of the YWCA. However,
as the present system stands, there
is no direct communication between
the Individual classes and the Y, as
there is with the other four major
organizations on campus. I feel that

For Men And
Zip

Women

KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS BOX 90 SYRACUSE. N Y 13201

J

London Fog
McMullen
Weejun*

if there were perhaps two representatives from each class elected to serve
with the executive committee of the Y,
as the other board representatives do,
this could create a new interest in
the Y among the student body, and
give each class a direct contact with
the Y's activities.
Treasurer
Sharon Moore
The YWCA is a campus organization that serves the student in Ida
religious and social aspects of college
life. In order to make this service
more beneficial, active participation
from the officers and the students is
necessary. As treasurer I could encourage student participation in at
least one way- that I display a genuine
interest in the "Y" activities. If the
student can sense such an interest, he
will realize the importance of the
"Y" and become involved.
I feel that I'm capable of presenting such an interest which will encourage student participation and make
the "Y" a more meaningful organization.
Linda Snead
Since the YWCA has a campus
wide membership, not only the entire
club but especially the officers must
work for the establishment of an effective organizational membership.
The many annual activities must be
acknowledged and known by all the
student body. When the college year
begins, the officers could publicize
the regular meetings and visit the
various underclassmen dormitories,
Seniors will have an opportunity
to compete in the very popular
Federal Service Entrance Examination when it is administered on
campus on January 18,1969. Complete details and application broil
are now available at the Placement
Office. Applications must be completed and returned to Placement
Office by December 20, 1968.

Select Your Christmas

describing the meaning and duties of
the YWCA. Throughout the year, the
officers must lead the organization in
participation and strengthening of these
activities, such as a more rigid idea
of the Christmas Madonna, and encourage student participation in the
fund raising drives. If the officers
all work for the betterment of the
YWCA, it will become a more meaningful organization.

The Book Nook
Has Just What You're
Looking For
"Listen To The Warm"
"Lonesome Cities"
"Stanyan Street and Other
Sorrows"
And
"The Prophet"
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Presented In Cooperation
With The Better Films
Committee Of Longwood
College.
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Wed.-Thurs. — Dec. 18-19

Prince Matchabclli Colognes,
Perfumes, Soaps & Powder
Helena Rubinstein—Heaven
Sent And Many Others
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